BONDED INTERNET SERVICES
FIXED-SITE BONDED INTERNET

By bonding connections together from multiple sources,
Comms365 is able to provide a faster and more reliable
Internet connection.
Using Software-Defined Networking (SDN) technology,
Bonded Internet is achieved when multiple connections are
effectively combined into a single, aggregated connection to
deliver greater download and upload speeds and increased
reliability. Customers can bond virtually any type of connection
from multiple carriers including 3G, 4G, FTTC, Ethernet, or any
combination of these.

THE CHALLENGE

THE SOLUTION

Fixed-Site Bonded Internet is designed as a solution
for businesses who require a higher performance,
resilient Internet connection with Quality of Service as
standard.

SD-ONE delivers Quality of Service (QoS) using SDN
Technology to bond up to three connections across
any ISP connection, including 4G to provide high
performing Bonded Internet.

Challenges arise when fixed line solutions are
problematic or unavailable. Connections may be
performing poorly or your network needs to be
upscaled securely to keep up with business growth
and demands.

SD-ONE optimises Internet performance, provides
resiliency to your connection and allows you to
prioritise network traffic. It is carrier grade and
network agnostic, providing the best possible service
and guaranteeing continued network access without
any interruption.

USE CASES

Business Growth

Support VoIP and UC

Cloud Based Applications

SD-ONE can bond multiple
connections to provide secure,
faster, more reliable Internet that
meets your growing demands.

SD-ONE provides QoS as standard,
enabling you to select and
prioritise traffic over the network
for your critical applications.

SD-ONE provides instant access
to cloud services from the
Internet without any interruption.
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HOW WILL OUR SERVICES SUPPORT YOU?

HOW IT ALL WORKS

Collaboration
Bonded Internet improves performance to support
document sharing, video calls, team working and
adding remote workers.
Security

SD-ONE CLOUD

SD-One creates a highly secure private network
using encryption making your business network and
data safe and secure.
Resilience

ETHERNET

Build in resilience to ensure you have business
continuity by bonding across multiple carriers
including fixed line and 4G.

4G

FTTC/ADSL

Increase Productivity
By providing Internet connectivity with improved
performance for more uptime and less interruption.
POWER

POWER

Connect Locations
Securely connect members of the team including
those working from home or in different offices.

SD-ONE
MULTI SERVICE APPLIANCE

www.comms365.com

FEATURES OF SD-ONE
Feature
Static IP Delivery
Resilent Failover
User portal
Carrier agnostic
Upgrade Path
Aggregated
Bonding
QoS

Monitor your connections using CommsPortal and
monitor your data traffic flow using SD-One.

COMMSPORTAL

Failover

Bonding
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Package 1

Monitoring

Package 2

Package 3

Multiple private
WAN

Our Services Management Platform, CommsPortal
allows users to view granular data usage from each
and every connection and device on their estate,
compare usage between months and run reports.
With a secure login you can manage your estate,
place your orders or raise a support ticket all on one
portal.
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